
WHAT'S IN THE BAG? 
'"""' ·-=-~.- uni student needs something to get them through the day. What better way to store yo l!:
.. ~:essentials than with a book bag? Whether you use a purse, satchel or briefcase, there's alwa;·s 
-omething you need because your bag doesn't just contain textbooks, it contains your life. Yo:..: 
can learn a lot about a person by what's in their bag. So here are some students who've reveale -= 
what's lurking in there. 
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Kaitlin is studying law. When askc.: 

what these items say about her, she sa:.: 

"They say that I came prepared for a da· 

of smashing out assignments:' The mo, : 

important items she keeps in her bag a:.: 

her laptop, earphones and food.The iter.:> 

in her bag are constantly changing becaus.: 

she shifts between putting things in ar...: 

out of her work and school bag. An ite::-. 

that stays in her bag are her coffee care' 

because coffee helps her get through lor.; 

days at uni. 

Who says uni is all fun with no play? Fo~ 

IT student Hendi, he likes to mix it u;:

After a full day at uni, he heads over to .1\:G 

to play badminton. Photography is one o:· 

his hobbies so he has a camera in his baf 

to spontaneously capture things that spar;

his interest. "These items reflect a nerc 

that's trying to be sporty;' he said. Hendi" 

laptop is essential getting him throug:: 

uni . He never brings a notebook becaus:e 

his laptop is the only thing he uses to tak:e 

notes. 

Sam is a business marketing student \,-2 

likes to keep bananas in his book baf 

Having snacks is a necessary item to stas~ 

in his bag. "I keep small snacks to kee~ 

me going throughout the day;' he said. J-::e 

doesn't have much in his bag but he usua:..:\ 

includes a notepad. He has an interns:-:!;-: 

and doesn't spend much time at uni \d ·..:.:::.. 

is why there's minimal items. 
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Items: laptop, fork, mascara, beanie, notebook . <. -

James is studying aerospace enginee ri ng 

and keeps the items in his bag at a 

minimum. His most important items are 

his laptop and charger."! think the stuff in 

my bag describes me as a typical, hungry, 

lazy uni student;' he said. As you can tell 

from this picture, he has a bit of a sweet 

tooth. "I like to keep snacks in my bag, 

depending on whether I have money or 

not;' he said. Obviously he had money 

that day because he had a large bag of 

Maltese rs. But he did have one notebook 

so we'll give him credit for trying. 

Shannyn is a justice and social work 

student that comes to uni prepared in 

different ways. It's getting cooler outside 

so she keeps a beanie with her. She always 

keeps a laptop, book and fork in her purse. 

"A lot of places don't provide forks, so I 

make sure to keep one with me;' she said. 

It's always good to have a handy dandy 

fork and Shannyn is ready to take on uni 

with these items. 

Henrique is a civil engineering student 

who rolls into uni differently than others. 

Who needs a textbook when you have a 

longboard? The longboard is a necessary 

item for him because he loves riding it 

and it provides a fas ter way to get around. 

As yo u can see, he keeps a fork in his bag 

as well. Headphones are one of the most 

important items in his bag. He enjoys 

listening to music and it helps when it 

comes to studying and blocking out the 

noises around him . 

.. m,-you've gotten to see what other students keep in their bags. Some students are detailed 
-- .: ~..;:e rs while some are minimalists. Most students keep laptops, snacks and water bottles and 

-::c have unique items that reflect their personality. 
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